SYNAPSY HAPPY HOUR
SCIENCE & APERO

March 12th, 2020
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm

CMU – Geneva
Room B04.1522
(new CMU building)
Rue Michel-Servet 1, 1205 Genève

THEME: Mood disorders & Developmental stress

Ben Meuleman, Prof Piguet Lab
“Machine learning on clinical data”
(4:00 pm-4:20 pm)

Ryan Murray, Prof Piguet Lab
“fMRI psychosocial task in BDL patients”
(4:25 pm-4:45 pm)

Coffee break (4:45 pm -5:00 pm)

Christelle Cadilhac, Prof Dayer Lab
“Developmental trajectories of neurogliaform cells”
(5:00 pm -5:20 pm)

Foivos Markopoulou, Prof Dayer Lab
“Microcircuit function of neurogliaform cells”
(5:25 pm -5:45 pm)

Apero !

PIs: Camille Piguet, Alexandre Dayer & Anthony Holtmaat